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Of all the key competencies for supervisors and managers, 
two of the most important are learning to manage individual 
performance on a daily basis and learning to delegate. 
Without mastering delegation, it is impossible to expand 
your range of responsibility, to empower others or to grow 
into your role and responsibilities. For many, it is a difficult 
transition from being paid for doing it yourself to getting the 
work done through others. 

Delegation is a critical skill to assist time- starved supervisors 
and managers in becoming more effective for themselves, 
their teams and their organizations. This course offers a mix 
of self-awareness, guidance, skills, ideas, tools and methods 
to master this critical competence.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 
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By the end of this training, delegates will be able to:
• Understand the principles, processes and methods of delegation
• Identify appropriate delegation opportunities
• Positively engage with and delegate to others
• Maintain control while delegating
• Enhance the job satisfaction and development of others
• Assume a broader level of responsibility because of your mastery of delegation
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Course outline

 Understanding delegation

• Defining

• Formal / informal

• Barriers / benefits

• How others benefit

• The cost of not letting go

The delegation process

• 5 stage sequence

• Right task / right person

• Briefing and goal setting

Communication and briefing

• Practical skills

• Brie�ng styles

• Clear communication



Course outline

Goals, outcomes and monitoring
• Measuring progress
• Goals fit for purpose
• Managing problems
• Monitoring systems
• Maintaining responsibility

Support and coaching
• Coaching and delegation
• Push / pull strategies
• Recognizing success

Important lessons
• Ways to motivate
• Capturing learning
• Areas unsuitable for delegation
• Key review questions
• Do’s and dont’s



Tatek Abayneh Mebratu  
Executive Coach, Power Skills and HR
Trainer, and he is a, Mentor and Career
Counselor. He coaches individuals to reflect 
on their whole self (work and life), and 
validate and define  their objectives through 
to realization. He also coaches and trains on 
corporate development programs.

Tatek brings almost 20 years of 
business experience in the Middle East 
and Africa region in Banking, Management & 
Consultancy and Learning and Development 
industries. He works with senior executives, 
corporate and individual clients.

Graduated with Bachelor’s degree in the field 
of Public Administration, Tatek is a certified 
trainer and coach in the development of 
Power Skills and Human Resources like: 

• Executive coaching

• Train the trainer

• Championing change

• Relationships &
 trust-building

• Teamwork

• Adaptability

• Creativity

• Work ethic

• Leadership

• Attention to detail

• Strategic human
 resource management

• Sales techniques

Trainer

About our trainer

Certifications
• Train the trainer
• Coaching skills for
 leaders and managers
• Strategic human resources
• Corporate and strategic
 communications
 skills for managers
• Investigative journalism
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Ajay Mohan
“I found the trainer excellent and could 
answer all questions asked and delivered 
the course in an interesting format.”

Christina John
"I had a very good experience with 
Learner's Point. They were very helpful 
and explained everything to me at the time 
of registration. The trainers for the various 
subjects I took were very well informed and 
experienced in their subjects. They would 
take out the extra time to help me under-
stand if i had any doubts. At such competi-
tive rates I would recommend this place to 
anyone looking to improve their skills."
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